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WELCOME

Making choices 
for your future
Selecting your pathway must  
always require two things - 
knowledge and self-awareness.

Years 11 and 12 represent a new and exciting 
phase of schooling. These two years lay the 
foundation and create pathways to further 
learning beyond Perth College.

In these years, we see you as young adults 
capable of making choices and taking 
responsibility for your learning. You can shape 
your pathway into a future that meets your 
interests and aspirations, and you will have  
all the opportunities that come with being a 
senior Perth College student.

KNOWLEDGE

Selecting your courses for Years 11 and 12 
requires an understanding of the criteria for 
achieving the Western Australian Certificate 
of Education, as well as the requirements of 
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) or 
University entrance.

You will need to do your homework - post-school 
destinations can have entry requirements and 
this should guide your study pathway and the 
suite of subjects you choose.

There is a wide world of opportunity beyond 
school and study, and you also should continue 
thinking, researching, talking and dreaming 
about what you will do with your life and how 
you will contribute to the world.

SELF-AWARENESS

There is a lot of assumption circulating about 
subjects and pathways. You may feel pressured 
to choose what everyone else is choosing, or 
what your parents or siblings chose, or what used 
to be the traditional pathway to get somewhere.

All this knowledge and planning needs to be 
placed within the framework of YOU - your 
interests and your aspirations balanced against 
a realistic assessment of your strengths and 
personal challenges.
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OVERVIEW

Our advice to 
senior students
Listen to all the advice, but keep an open mind.

Realistically evaluate your abilities and  
interests and make sure you have the most  
up-to-date information.

Check all the options and explore all  
the possibilities.

Keep flexibility as your guiding principle.

Then decide.

FOR YEAR 11

The program of study you choose should be 
designed to excite you, play to your strengths 
and maximise your options, while also 
challenging you to be the best you can be.

FOR YEAR 12

If you have chosen your subjects well for Year 11 
and worked consistently, you should be able to 
follow the same pathway into Year 12 and have a 
successful year.

‘Success’ for you as a student means achieving 
a minimum of solid C grades, as well as passing 
examination results. You might need to adjust 
your program if you do not meet these criteria 
to ensure you keep progressing towards 
achieving the WACE.

It is very important to choose well in Year 10 
because, while changes are possible in Year 11 
and 12, all adjustments to learning programs 
are subject to approval and availability on the 
timetable.

FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

You probably have lots of questions  
about courses for Year 11 and Year 12.

Some key questions you might have are:

 • Do all courses have examinations?

 • Why is an English course compulsory?

 • What do I need to know about ATAR 
Examinations and Externally Set Tasks? 

 • What about scaling?

 •  What does the mark bonus for courses mean? 

 • Why would I study a course that  
challenges me? 

 • How do I enrol in a language ATAR course?

 • What awards does SCSA offer?

Click here for answers
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THE WESTERN AUSTR ALIAN 
CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION 
(WACE)

Achievement of the Western Australian 
Certificate of Education (WACE) acknowledges 
that, at the end of compulsory schooling, 
you have achieved or exceeded the required 
minimum standards in an educational program 
that has suitable breadth and depth. You must 
fulfill a set of criteria to achieve the WACE.

Some key questions you might have are:

 •  What are the requirements to receive a WACE?
 • Literacy and Numeracy Standard 
 • Breadth and Depth
 • Achievement Standard

 • How is a WASSA different from a WACE?

 •  Why do I need a WACE? Isn’t an ATAR more 
important?

Click here for answers

THE ATAR

An ATAR reports your rank position relative to all 
other students, and ranges from zero to 99.95.  
It takes into account the number of students 
who sit the ATAR course examinations in any 
year, and also the number of people of Year 12 
school leaving age in the total population.

For example, if you have an ATAR of 70.00, it 
indicates that you’ve achieved as well as, or 
better than, 70% of the Year 12 school leaver 
age population in the state.

The ATAR allows the results of any WA student 
applying for university admission interstate 
to be directly compared with results in other 
states. Most states report student rankings as 
an ATAR.

You need at least four scaled scores for an ATAR 
to be calculated. The ATAR is calculated from 
your Tertiary Entrance Aggregate (TEA).

Some key questions you might have are: 

 • Do I need an ATAR?

 • How is an ATAR calculated?

 • What is the Tertiary Entrance Aggregate?

Click here for answers
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FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

HOW CAN I FIND OUT ABOUT TISC, 
UNIVERSITY, TAFE AND CAREERS?

The links below will take you to the SPACE 
Careers page and the TISC website - both of 
which provide you with the most updated 
information from tertiary providers and industry. 
Here you can consider your options, read about 
course admission requirements and get the 
latest career advice.

Both links take you outside this document and 
you will need to navigate back to this handbook.

Click here for SPACE Careers page
Click here for TISC Information

WHO DO I TALK TO?

For course selection, WACE requirements  
or help with a pathway decision:

Ms Shona Hall 
Dean of Academic Administration 
shona.hall@pc.wa.edu.au

Mr Chris Morris 
Dean of Learning and Teaching Pre-K to Year 12 
chris.morris@pc.wa.edu.au

Mrs Belinda Bosnich  
Careers Counsellor  
belinda.bosnich@pc.wa.edu.au

For help with being a senior student or  
getting support along the way:

Mrs Shani Andrews  
Head of Senior School 
shani.andrews@pc.wa.edu.au

Mrs Amanda Madden 
Dean of Students 
amanda.madden@pc.wa.edu.au 

Ms Rosemary Cawley 
Head of Year 11  
rosemary.cawley@pc.wa.edu.au

Mr Chris Johnson 
Head of Year 10 
chris.johnson@pc.wa.edu.au
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THE WACE

REQUIREMENTS FOR  
RECEIVING A WACE

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Demonstrate a minimum standard of literacy 
(reading and writing) and a minimum standard 
of numeracy.

 • Complete a minimum of 20 units  
(or equivalents) 

 • Complete
 • four or more Year 12 ATAR courses, or;
 • at least five Year 12 General courses and/

or ATAR courses or equivalent, or;
 • a Certificate II (or higher) VET qualification 

in combination with ATAR, General or 
Foundation courses.

LITERACY AND NUMERACY STANDARD

For the WACE literacy and numeracy standard 
you may:

 • Pre-qualify through achieving Band 8 or higher 
in the reading, writing and numeracy tests of 
the Year 9 National Assessment Program - 
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN), or;

 • Demonstrate the minimum standard of 
literacy and numeracy by successfully 
completing the relevant components of the 
Online Literacy and Numeracy Assessment 
(OLNA) in Year 10, 11 or 12.

BREADTH AND DEPTH

The requirement to complete a minimum of 20 
course units (which may include unit equivalents 
attained through VET and/or endorsed 
programs) must include at least:

 • A minimum of 10 Year 12 units, or the 
equivalent

 • Four units from an English course, post-Year 
10, including at least one pair of Year 12 units 
from an English learning area course

 • One pair of Year 12 units from each of List A 
(Arts /Languages/Social Sciences) and List B 
(Mathematics/Science/Technology) subjects

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARD

You are required to achieve at least 14 C grades 
(or equivalents) in Year 11 and Year 12 units, 
including at least six C grades (or equivalents) in 
Year 12 units.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN  
A WACE AND A WASSA

The Western Australian Statement of Student 
Achievement (WASSA) is an overall summary of 
your achievement. It will list the achievement 
levels in both WACE examinations and school 
assessments for each course. It will also list any 
other achievements such as awards, exhibitions, 
SCSA-endorsed programs, VET qualifications 
and community service hours.

WHY YOU NEED A WACE

The WACE is the qualification that recognises 
that you have completed all the requirements 
for secondary graduation. It is the springboard 
to learning beyond school - not achieving the 
WACE makes the next step much harder.

The ATAR rank is a calculation used to offer 
places for university admission. Accessing 
university is possible without an ATAR as there 
are quite a few alternative entries, however, 
having a WACE is essential.
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THE ATAR

DO I NEED AN ATAR?

The answer is both yes and no...

The ATAR is used to rank students and offer 
places for university admission. It is the most 
direct way to access and attend university after 
school. If studying four or more ATAR courses is 
going to be a successful formula for you, it is a 
good way to keep your post-school options open.

You really need an ATAR for highly competitive 
courses like Medicine, or academic disciplines 
like Engineering or Law. Other courses are often 
much more flexible which is why we encourage 
you to be flexible too.

It is important to know that, in recent years, 
fewer than 30% of students who gained entry 
to university did so via an ATAR. The majority 
of students used alternative pathways such as 
a VET award course, a preparation course, a 
portfolio entry or mature age entry.

Studying an ATAR pathway where you struggle 
though Years 11 and 12 can leave you with 
an ATAR less than the minimum needed to 
be offered a place at university (in 2020 this 
was 70). Further, it can place you at risk of not 
meeting the minimum requirements of the 
WACE Achievement Standard and then your 
post-school options narrow significantly.

Choosing your best pathway through Years 11 
and 12 is dependent on knowing the different 
ways to get where you want to go, and being 
open minded enough to evaluate your best 
option. An example might be thinking about 
English because a scaled score of 50 in an 
English ATAR course is required for entry to all 
WA Universities. Can you achieve this? 

If you are not sure, there are other options.

You can see that the simple question “Do I 
need an ATAR” is made more complex when 
you adopt a fixed mindset. We try to see 
you through a strength-based lens and the 

people creating options for you beyond school 
operate from a model that focuses on inclusion 
and opportunity. We encourage you to also 
consciously adopt a growth mindset as you 
decide whether working towards an ATAR is the 
best pathway for you.

HOW IS AN ATAR 
CALCULATED?

At the end of Year 12 all ATAR courses completed 
will be given a grade and a mark. This mark 
is the result of every assessment completed 
in the course. This mark contributes to 50% 
of the final mark, while the other 50% comes 
from a student’s performance in the ATAR 
course examinations in November of Year 12. 
This combined mark is subject to a variety of 
statistical processes to become the final scaled 
mark for the course.

The following are the processes used:

 • Moderation: marks are adjusted for 
differences in assessment from school  
to school. 

 • Standardisation: marks are adjusted for 
differences in difficulty of examination 
papers from year to year.

 • Scaling: marks are adjusted for differences 
in difficulty from course to course. Scaling 
ensures you are not disadvantaged by taking 
a difficult subject.

The ATAR ranges between zero and 99.95. 
It reports your rank relative to all other WA 
students of Year 12 school leaving age, and 
takes into account the number of students with 
a Tertiary Entrance Aggregate (TEA), as well as 
the number of people of Year 12 school leaving 
age in the population of WA. The ATAR is derived 
from the TEA, which is calculated by adding the 
best four scaled scores (the maximum TEA in 
2021 is 430).
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For example:

FINAL SCALED MARKS PER SUBJECT

English ATAR 85

Geography ATAR 72

Human Biology ATAR 57

Mathematics Applications ATAR 62

Psychology ATAR 58

Visual Arts General (no examination) -

TEA = 85 + 72 + 62 + 58 = 277

TISC will then construct a table to convert 
your TEA to an ATAR. This table is constructed 
annually. In this case the ATAR is approximately 
90 (based on 2020 data) and this means that 
this student has achieved better than 89% of the 
population of students who sat (or could have 
sat) ATAR course examinations.

WHAT IS THE TERTIARY 
ENTR ANCE AGGREGATE?

Your Tertiary Entrance Aggregate (TEA) is the 
sum of your best four scaled scores plus 10% of 
your best Language Other Than English (LOTE) 
scaled score (if you have one), plus % of either 
Mathematics: Methods ATAR scaled score (if 
you have one), plus 10% of your Mathematics: 
Specialist ATAR scaled score (if you have one). 
These are based on the following rules:

 • You can accumulate the scaled scores which 
contribute to your TEA over five consecutive 
years, but you can only count any subject or 
course once. If you repeat a course, we use 
your best score in that course.

 • There are some unacceptable course 
combinations (check the admission 
requirements for your year). For these 
combinations, scores in both courses 
cannot be used and the best score from the 
combination will be used.

 • If you have a scaled score in a Language 
Other Than English, 10% of your LOTE scaled 
score is added to the aggregate of your best 
four scaled scores. LOTE scaled scores must 
be from the current year, or the previous 
four years. If you have more than one LOTE 
score, only the best LOTE scaled score will 
be used as the LOTE bonus. You receive the 
LOTE bonus even if your LOTE course wasn’t 
one of your counted as one of your best four.

 • If you have a scaled score in Mathematics 
Methods ATAR and/or Mathematics Specialist 
ATAR, 10% of your scaled score/s in these 
subjects will be added to your Tertiary 
Entrance Aggregate. You will receive this 
Mathematics bonus even if the course/s 
aren’t in your best four.

 • The maximum TEA is 430.

Your TEA will be calculated and then converted 
to an ATAR, which tells you where you’re ranked 
relative to other students.
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YOUR SUBJECTS

Choosing what is  
right for you 
SUBJECT SELECTION PROCESS

When considering subject requests, it is 
important to note the following:

• Areas of interest - students are much more 
likely to succeed in courses which cover the kind 
of subject matter they find interesting.

• Abilities and achievements - students are more 
likely to achieve well in subjects within their 
range of abilities. 

• Post-school intentions - University, TAFE or 
elsewhere? It is important to have a reasonable 
set of expectations about courses and their 
requirements.

All students must select six courses and one  
of these courses must be an English course.  
The suite of courses must meet the 
requirements for the award of the WACE.

This Curriculum Handbook offers: 

 • Course overviews

 •  Films that give you access to the voice of 
students who are doing the course, or who 
did the course in recent years

 • Links to the SCSA syllabus for each course

Through sparc this term, you have had a 
chance to learn about the different pathways 
in preparation for Year 11. The Year 10 Learning 
Conference, also scheduled for the final weeks 
of Term Two, is where you can discuss your 
achievement thus far and look towards future 
options. You can also book a longer meeting time 
with a course counsellor to discuss your  
pathway further.

SUBJECT PREREQUISITES

The selection of courses for Years 11 and 12 
requires careful negotiation as post-secondary 
options in education and training need to be 
considered, as well as the criteria for achieving 
the WACE and the requirements of TAFE or 
University entrance. 

The rules and regulations of SCSA, the 
prerequisites demanded by various post-
secondary courses and the interests of the 
individual must all be balanced to arrive at a 
program that meets the needs and maximises 
the options of each student.

The framework for making decisions about 
courses for study in Years 11 and 12 should 
be the abilities, achievements and interests of 
the student, balanced against future career 
aspirations. As such, it is important that a realistic 
assessment of capabilities, work practices and 
career options underpins the selection process.

A few things to remember:

 •  Not all subjects are equal - some require 
higher levels of critical thinking, some have 
the expectation that you have skills and 
knowledge from earlier years of study, and 
some are quite specialist in themselves.

 • The best way to choose a suite of subjects is 
by asking yourself “what am I good at?” and 
“what ignites my interest?” and “what will build 
my capacity for the future I plan?”

 •  Your subject teachers will give you 
recommendations and advice. You should 
listen to them as they know you and they 
know what it takes to do well in a subject.

 •  There are different pathways and  
avenues to get to university.
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 •   Each year the timetable is built around your 
collective choices as a year group and it 
can be hard to make changes in Year 11 if 
you find a subject too difficult, or just not 
what you expected. Choose realistically and 
wisely now so that you have a smooth and 
successful pathway.

 •  There may be subjects you are interested in 
studying but are unsure about, in which case 
you should speak to the Head of Learning 
Area, Learning Area Co-ordinator or a 
specialist teacher. This is especially important 
for HASS and Science where the rotations 
you have completed might not have given you 
enough information at this point in time, and 
also for Mathematics where your achievement 
in the course you are currently studying 
creates logical pathways into different courses. 
Your English teacher will also advise you 
about different courses and where you might 
experience the greatest success.

HOW MANY COURSES  
DO I HAVE TO STUDY?

YEAR 11

All students study six courses:

 • An English course - English ATAR, English  
as an Additional Language/Dialect ATAR, 
Literature ATAR or English General

 • Five other courses drawn from:
 • List A courses  

(Arts/Languages/Social Sciences) 
 • List B Courses  

(Mathematics/Science/Technology) 
 • VET certificates

Compulsory subjects are:

 • Philosophy and Ethics Unit 1  
- either ATAR or General

 • Wellness Options

YEAR 12

All students study six courses:

 • An English course - English ATAR, English 
as an Additional Language/Dialect ATAR, 
Literature ATAR or English General

 • Four or five other courses drawn from:
 • List A courses  

(Arts/Languages/Social Sciences) 
 • List B Courses  

(Mathematics/Science/Technology) 
 • VET certificates

 • Students may elect to have Independent 
Learning time if studying three or more  
ATAR subjects

Compulsory subjects are: 

 • Beliefs and Values 
 • Wellness Options

CAN I CHOOSE FROM  
ALL TYPES OF COURSES?

You have lots of choice when designing your 
pathway into Years 11 and 12. You can choose 
any combination of subjects from ATAR, General 
or VET, as long as you study the minimum 
number of subjects and meet the requirement to 
achieve the WACE and the pathway you choose.

ATAR PATHWAY

If you are aiming for direct entry to university 
you would study five to six ATAR courses in  
Years 11 and 12, as well as one or two General 
or VET courses.

ACADEMIC PATHWAY

If you are aiming for university entry through 
alternative entry processes (portfolio, 
University Preparation Course (UPC) or 
Certificate IV), but keeping your options open 
for TAFE and VET, choose two to three ATAR 
courses, including English, and two to three 
General and VET courses.

VET PATHWAY

If you are interested in VET and workplace 
learning and you are seeking employment or 
further training at the end of Year 12, choose 
mainly General and VET courses.
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SUBJECTS OFFERED  
IN YEAR 11

List A Subjects - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences

At least one subject from List A must be selected.

YEAR 11
ATAR  

SCORING YEAR 12 MINIMUM PREREQUISITE

List A English Subjects

English as an Additional 
Language/Dialect ATAR (AEELD)

✔ English as an Additional 
Language/Dialect ATAR (ATELD)

Strict enrolment requirements are required for 
this subject. Seek advice from Head of English.

English ATAR (AEENG) ✔ English ATAR (ATENG) C grade in Year 10 English. OLNA Reading and  
Writing achieved.

English General (GEENG) English General (GTENG) No prior study in a particular course required. 

Literature ATAR (AELIT) ✔ Literature ATAR (ATLIT) B grade in Year 10 English. OLNA Reading and  
Writing achieved.

Other List A Subjects

Business Management and 
Enterprise General (GEBME)

Business Management and 
Enterprise General (GTBME)

No prior study in a particular course required.

Chinese: Second Language ATAR 
(AECSL)

✔ Chinese: Second Language ATAR 
(ATCSL)

C grade in Year 10 Chinese.

Dance ATAR (AEDAN) ✔ Dance ATAR (ATDAN) If studied Year 10 Dance: B grade in Year 10 
Dance, High C grade in Year 10 English. 

If not studied Year 10 Dance: Discussion with 
Academic Co-ordinator of Dance and Drama, 
High C grade in English.  

Drama ATAR (AEDRA) ✔ Drama ATAR (ATDRA) If studied Year 10 Drama: B grade in Year 10 
Drama, High C grade in Year 10 English. 

If not studied Year 10 Drama: Discussion with 
Academic Co-ordinator of Dance and Drama, 
High C grade in English.    

Economics ATAR (AEECO) ✔ Economics ATAR (ATECO) B grade in Year 10 HASS.

French: Second Language ATAR 
(AEFSL)

✔ French: Second Language ATAR 
(ATFSL)

C grade in Year 10 French.

Geography ATAR (AEGEO) ✔ Geography ATAR (ATGEO) High C grade in Year 10 HASS.

Indonesian: Second Language 
ATAR (AEIND)

✔ Indonesian: Second Language 
ATAR (ATIND)

C grade in Year 10 Indonesian.

Media Production and Analysis 
General (GEMPA)

Media Production and Analysis 
General (GTMPA)

No prior study in a particular course required, 

Modern History ATAR (AEHIM) ✔ Modern History ATAR (ATHIM) High C grade in Year 10 HASS.

Music ATAR (AEMUSW) ✔ Music ATAR (ATMUSW) Complete Music units in Years 9 and 10 or  
with approval from the Head of Performing Arts.

Philosophy and Ethics ATAR 
(AEPAE)

✔ Philosophy and Ethics ATAR 
(ATPAE)

High C grade in Year 10 English.

Politics and Law ATAR (AEPAL) ✔ Politics and Law ATAR (ATPAL) High C grade in Year 10 HASS.

Visual Arts ATAR (AEVAR) ✔ Visual Arts ATAR (ATVAR) B grade Art units in Year 9 or Year 10 and  
High C grade in Year 10 English.

Visual Arts General (GEVAR) Visual Arts General (GTVAR) No prior study in a particular course required.

Please note that the availability of subjects is determined by a 
minimum number of students electing to do them. Insufficient 
numbers may mean that some subjects will not be offered.
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List B Subjects - Mathematics, Science and Technology

At least one subject from List B must be selected.

YEAR 11
ATAR  

SCORING YEAR 12 MINIMUM PREREQUISITE

Accounting and Finance ATAR 
(AEACF)

✔ Accounting and Finance ATAR 
(ATACF)

C grade in Year 10 HASS and  
C grade in Year 10 Standard Mathematics.

Applied Information Technology 
ATAR (AEAIT)

✔ Applied Information Technology 
ATAR (ATAIT)

C grade in Year 10 English.

Biology ATAR (AEBLY) ✔ Biology ATAR (ATBLY) B grade in Biological Science or  
A grade in Life Science.

Chemistry ATAR (AECHE) ✔ Chemistry ATAR (ATCHE) B grade in Physical Science.

Design: Photography General 
(GEDESP)

Design: Photography General 
(GTDESP)

No prior study in a particular course required.

Engineering Studies General 
(GEEST)

Engineering Studies General 
(GTEST)

No prior study in a particular course required.

Food Science and Technology 
General (GEFST)

Food Science and Technology 
General (GTFST)

No prior study in a particular course required.

Human Biology ATAR (AEHBY) ✔ Human Biology ATAR (ATHBY) A or B grade in Biological Science or  
A grade in Life Science.

Materials Design and Technology 
General (GEMDTT)

Materials Design and Technology 
General (GTMDTT)

No prior study in a particular course required. 

Mathematics Applications ATAR 
(AEMAA)

✔ Mathematics Applications ATAR 
(ATMAA)

C grade in Standard Mathematics.  
OLNA achieved in Numeracy.

Mathematics Essential General 
(GEMAE)

Mathematics Essential General 
(GTMAE)

C grade in Year 10 Essential Mathematics.

Mathematics Methods ATAR 
(AEMAM)

✔ Mathematics Methods ATAR 
(ATMAM)

B grade in Year 10 Extended Mathematics. 
OLNA achieved in Numeracy.

Mathematics Specialist ATAR 
(AEMAS)

✔ Mathematics Specialist ATAR 
(ATMAS)

C grade in Year 10 Specialist Mathematics or  
A grade in Year 10 Extended Mathematics. 
OLNA achieved in Numeracy.

Physical Education Studies ATAR 
(AEPES)

✔ Physical Education Studies ATAR 
(ATPES)

High C grade in Year 10 English and  
High C grade in Year 10 Biological Science.

Physics ATAR (AEPHY) ✔ Physics ATAR (ATPHY) B grade in Physical Science

Psychology ATAR (AEPSY) ✔ Psychology ATAR (ATPSY) B grade in Biological Science or 
A grade in Life Science.

Psychology General (GEPSY) Psychology General (GTPSY) No prior study in a particular course required.
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LIST B
MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Accounting and Finance ATAR

Applied Information Technology ATAR

Biology ATAR

Chemistry ATAR

Design: Photography General

Engineering Studies General

Food Science and Technology General

Human Biology ATAR

Materials Design and Technology General

Mathematics Applications ATAR

Mathematics Essential General

Mathematics Methods ATAR

Mathematics Specialist ATAR

Physical Education Studies ATAR

Physics ATAR

Psychology ATAR

Psychology General

LIST A
ARTS, LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

English as an Additional Language/Dialect ATAR
This course can only be chosen by those students who meet  
strict language requirements.

English ATAR

Literature ATAR

English General

Business Management and Enterprise General

Chinese: Second Language ATAR

Dance ATAR

Drama ATAR

Economics ATAR

French: Second Language ATAR

Geography ATAR

Indonesian: Second Language ATAR
This course is facilitated by the School of Isolated and  
Distance Education.

Media Production and Analysis General

Modern History ATAR

Music ATAR

Philosophy and Ethics ATAR

Politics and Law ATAR

Visual Arts ATAR

Visual Arts General

YEAR 11 SUBJECTS

In Year 11, all students must study 
an English course – English ATAR, 
English as an Additional Language/
Dialect ATAR, Literature ATAR or 
English General.

REQUIREMENTS

Your course of study needs to have at least  
one subject from List A and at least one  
subject from List B.
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VET COURSES
You can choose to study a VET certificate as 
one of your Year 11 subjects: 

 • VET: Certificate II in Sport and Recreation  
(SIS 20115) 

 • VET: Certificate II in Workplace Skills  
(BSB 20120)

These courses are provided by IVET  
(RTO: 40548) and delivered by a Perth College 
teacher as a class in your timetable.

ADDITIONAL COURSES 
In addition to your selection from the subjects 
above, you are required to participate in the 
following courses as part of your program:

PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS

An accredited SCSA Course that contributes  
one unit towards your WACE.

You will choose one of the following:

 • Philosophy and Ethics ATAR (Unit 1)
 • Philosophy and Ethics General (Unit 1)

WELLNESS OPTIONS

You can select from courses including Senior 
First Aid, Bronze Medallion Requalification, 
Group Fitness, Self Defence, Power Stretch, Rock 
Climbing, Tenpin Bowling, Walk and Talk, Weights 
and Fitness and Games.

INSIDEOUT

InsideOut is a sequential self-leadership 
program designed specifically for Perth College 
students. Based on the principles of positive 
psychology, the program’s philosophy is that 
inner development leads to outer excellence. 
InsideOut provides a framework and various 
learning opportunities outside the classroom 
which develop your resilience and leadership 
capacities.
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YEAR 12 SUBJECTS

LIST B
MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Accounting and Finance ATAR

Biology ATAR

Chemistry ATAR

Design: Photography General

Food Science and Technology General

Human Biology ATAR

Materials Design and Technology General

Mathematics Applications ATAR

Mathematics Essential General

Mathematics Methods ATAR

Mathematics Specialist ATAR

Physical Education Studies ATAR

Physics ATAR

Psychology ATAR

Psychology General

LIST A
ARTS, LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

English as an Additional Language/Dialect ATAR
This course can only be chosen by those students who meet  
strict language requirements.

English ATAR

English General

Literature ATAR

Chinese: Second Language ATAR

Dance ATAR

Drama ATAR

Economics ATAR

French: Second Language ATAR

Geography ATAR

Indonesian: Second Language ATAR
This course is facilitated by the School of Isolated and  
Distance Education.

Modern History ATAR

Music ATAR

Politics and Law ATAR

Visual Arts ATAR

Visual Arts General

In Year 12, all students must  
study an English course -  
English as an Additional Language/
Dialect ATAR, English ATAR, English 
General or Literature ATAR

REQUIREMENTS

Your course of study needs to have at least one 
subject from List A and at least one subject 
from List B.
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VET AND ENDORSED PROGR AMS

Real world 
experience
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
TR AINING PROGR AM

In a world where technical knowledge is 
continually changing, employability skills 
are vital for everyone - regardless of age or 
experience. These skills are developed over 
the lifetime of an individual and are valued in 
further education, training, workplaces and 
community environments. 

The VET program at Perth College is available 
to all students. Its structure depends on the 
pathway selected by students and their interests 
and capabilities. Qualifications achieved are 
nationally accredited and add substance to a 
curriculum vitae in a world of work that values 
flexibility, diversity and agility in thinking.

YEAR 11 VET

All students can select VET as a subject in Year 11. 
In 2022, the Certificate II in Sport and Recreation 
(SIS 20115) and the Certificate II in Workplace 
Skills (BSB 20120) are offered as subjects 
within the timetable. Students complete units 
of competency with a teacher or facilitator for 
direction and support. These VET certificates are 
nationally accredited qualifications and provide 
credit towards the WACE (two unit equivalents in 
Year 11 and two extra unit equivalents in Year 12).

YEAR 12 VET

While all students can elect to complete a VET 
certificate in Year 11, VET in Year 12 is generally 
restricted to students studying fewer than four 
ATAR courses, and is subject to the achievement 
of satisfactory results in Year 11 VET.

Additional VET qualifications can be obtained at 
Certificate II, III or IV level. The choice is tailored 
to the needs and aspirations of each student 
and a wide variety of options are possible 
including online or off-campus learning at a 
training organisation.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Further study at a tertiary level
You can access university entrance through the 
preparation programs offered at most tertiary 
institutions. These programs are designed to 
position you to be university ready and are 
generally six months in duration. On completion 
of a preparation program, you could begin your 
university studies in the next semester intake.

Further study at TAFE
Completing a VET certificate gives you the option 
of building your career-ready capacity through a 
range of flexible study options at TAFE. You can 
move directly to Certificate IV or Diploma level 
courses, from which you could then progress 
into a Bachelor Degree at a university.

Work opportunities
VET Certificates also ensure that you are work 
ready and allow you direct access to a wide 
range of occupations in a full-time, part-time or 
casual capacity.
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ENDORSED PROGRAMS

An endorsed program is a significant learning 
program that has been developed by the School, 
a community organisation, or a private provider, 
and has been endorsed by SCSA.

These programs can contribute to the WACE 
Completion of Units requirement. Endorsed 
programs that originate from Perth College will 
automatically be included on your statement 
(eg Duke of Edinburgh awards or AMEB music 
qualifications). You also have the opportunity to 
present evidence of other programs completed  
outside of Perth College. 

Click here for information on the full range  
of endorsed programs available.

WORKPLACE LEARNING

Workplace Learning is a SCSA-developed 
endorsed program that is managed by the 
School and open to students in Years 11 and 
12. At Perth College, workplace learning is 
compulsory for students studying fewer than 
three ATAR courses. It is individually tailored and 
is generally completed in the school holidays or 
examination periods.

To complete this endorsed program, you will 
work in one or more real workplaces to develop 
a set of transferable workplace skills. You record 
the number of hours completed and the tasks 
undertaken in the workplace in a Workplace 
Learning Logbook provided by SCSA. 

You also provide evidence of knowledge and 
understanding of the workplace skills by 
completing a Learning Skills Journal after each 
55 hours completed in the workplace. The total 
number of hours completed in the workplace is 
reported on the student’s Western Australian 
Statement of Student Achievement (WASSA).

UNIT EQUIVALENCE

You can use VET qualifications and endorsed 
programs (including Workplace Learning) in the 
place of SCSA courses to meet the Achievement 
Standard that is part of the award of the WACE.

The maximum number of unit equivalents 
available through VET qualifications is eight 
(four Year 11 units and four Year 12 units). The 
maximum number of unit equivalents available 
through endorsed programs is four (two in Year 
11 and two in Year 12).

Unit equivalence in Workplace Learning is 
allocated based on one unit equivalent for 
each 55 hours completed in the workplace, to a 
maximum of four units.
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OVERVIEW

This course aims to make you financially literate 
through understanding how financial practices 
and decisions are made, as well as the ethical, 
social and environmental issues involved. It 
also helps you to make informed decisions 
about your finances, which is vital knowledge in 
a rapidly changing world.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you focus on how small businesses 
manage financial information and make 
decisions, as well as learn about different 
methods of accounting, financial reporting and 
processing financial data.

In Year 12, the focus is on internal management 
for business. You will prepare and interpret 
budgets and performance reports in relation 
to forecasting a business’ future. You will also 
evaluate how larger corporate entities manage 
their financing options to ensure profitability 
and consider issues around ethical corporate 
behaviour.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Accounting and Finance ATAR is ideal 
if you would like to study business/commerce, 
corporate law, finance or international relations. 
These pathways could lead you to a career as 
an accountant, forensic accountant, finance 
manager, stockbroker, investment banker,  
or bookkeeper.

STUDENT REVIEWS

”Studying Accounting and Finance helped 
me develop general knowledge about the 
business happenings that accompany almost 
every activity in day-to-day life. This inspired 
me to study Financial Planning at university to 
further my knowledge of money management 
and financing of businesses.” 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College.

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Luisa Tersigni 
luisa.tersigni@pc.wa.edu.au

Accounting and 
Finance ATAR

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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OVERVIEW

Everybody should be able to competently 
harness the power of technology for their 
personal, community and future professional 
lives. This course aims to address this need 
by providing you with creative opportunities 
through interesting practical projects using 
existing and innovative software and equipment.

FOCUSED CONTENT

 • Learn to apply and justify the use of the 
elements and principles of design to create 
digital products.

 • Independently select and use application(s) 
using a range of relevant and complex 
features to create sophisticated digital 
products.

 • Apply and justify the use of data 
management techniques and use relevant 
file types to ensure the efficient transfer, 
storage, and display of data.

 • Apply and justify the use of relevant project 
management techniques to efficiently and 
effectively meet client requirements or a 
design brief.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Applied Information Technology helps you 
to become proficient at desktop publishing, 
image manipulation, graphic design, animation, 
budgeting and website design. This course can 
lead you to a career as a web designer, digital 
artisan, Virtual Reality designer or network 
architect.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“It’s a really useful mix of creative design-like 
elements and straightforward content about 
computer functions.”

“Everything connects together so it’s easy  
to learn.” 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Alison Walker 
alison.walker@pc.wa.edu.au

Applied Information 
Technology ATAR
LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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OVERVIEW

Beliefs and Values in Year 12 is the culmination 
of the teaching and learning of Beliefs and Values 
and Philosophy and Ethics over Years 7 to 12. 
It aims to teach you the necessary skills and 
knowledge to make good moral decisions in your 
life while living out the ethos of Perth College.

FOCUSED CONTENT

You will work collaboratively to explore the 
concepts of good and evil in the world, and how 
we can live fully in response to this awareness.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Beliefs and Values provides you with a well- 
informed moral compass and a useful pool of 
knowledge from which to make meaningful 
decisions about your life, and the life of others.

STUDENT REVIEWS

”A fitting conclusion to Beliefs and Values 
throughout the years.”

“An interesting change of pace for us in Year 
12 - not too much work and fun to work with 
others on the topics.” 

MORE INFORMATION

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Revd Linda Pilton 
linda.pilton@pc.wa.edu.au

Beliefs and Values 
- Year 12

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z
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SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

OVERVIEW

An understanding of Biology will enable you to 
explore global issues such as disease, climate 
and biodiversity. The study of Biology will grow 
your sense of wonder and curiosity about all 
living things and the miracle it is that life evolved 
this way.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you will study ecosystems, 
biodiversity, and big-picture biology that allows 
you to see the interactions between living 
organisms and the environments they live in. 
You will also explore the detailed functioning of 
mammals, insects, plants and bacteria - from 
the cell level to the way different organisms 
obtain what they need to live. 

In Year 12, you delve deep into DNA, the 
blueprint for all life and infectious diseases. 
Explore the structure and function of DNA as 
you apply this knowledge to understanding 
inheritance of traits, the emerging field of 
biotechnology and discovery and management 
of disease.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

An understanding of biological systems will 
make you a better human. We can’t live on bare 
rock and, thankfully, it’s probably going to be 
your generation that fixes the mistakes made in 
the past by those without a solid understanding 
and appreciation of the living world, and the 
interactions between living things and their 
environment.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“I have a better insight into the world around 
me and the class is really enjoyable.”

“Everything you learn in Biology can be 
applied to an aspect of life - you’d be amazed 
at what you find out!” 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Sandra Papantoniou 
sandra.papantoniou@pc.wa.edu.au

Biology ATAR

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences

Business Management 
& Enterprise General

OVERVIEW

The Business Management and Enterprise 
General course gives you the opportunity to 
understand how vital business is to society, and 
how it impacts on many aspects of our lives. 
In a constantly changing world, individuals, 
businesses and nations must adapt their 
position in an increasingly global economy 
and generate the wealth to sustain economic 
growth. To do this, business requires people 
with strategic vision who are enterprising, 
innovative and creative. You will focus on the 
development of these skills within the business 
cycle, day-to-day running, continuing viability 
and expansion of a business. Exposure to a 
wide range of business activities, management 
strategies and an understanding of enterprise, 
will help you to appreciate the significance of 
their role as both participants and consumers 
in the business world.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you will focus on success in business 
at a national level, where you will explore what it 
takes to be successful beyond the initial start-up 
stage of a business. You will also explore the 
concept of business growth and the challenges 
faced by businesses expanding at a national level.

In Year 12, you will be provided the opportunity 
to understand how vital business is to 
individuals and society, and how it impacts 
on many aspects of our lives. The course will 
provide you opportunities to understand global 
business growth and operations.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The Business Management and Enterprise 
General course aims to prepare you for a future 
where you will need to identify possibilities 
and create opportunities within a business 
environment. This course provides you with 
the ability to make sound and ethical business 
decisions based on critical thinking, in line with 
personal and societal values. The course equips 
you to proactively participate in the dynamic 
world of business, behave responsibly and 
demonstrate integrity in business activities.

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College.

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Luisa Tersigni 
luisa.tersigni@pc.wa.edu.au
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Chemistry ATAR

OVERVIEW

Chemistry is the study of materials and 
substances, and the transformations they 
undergo through interactions and energy 
transfer. It is science on a molecular scale, with 
theories and models used to describe, explain 
and make predictions about chemical systems, 
structures and properties. Chemistry is central 
to virtually all areas of modern science and 
technology.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you study atomic structure and 
bonding to explain the macroscopic properties 
of materials. You gain an understanding of rate 
and energy changes in chemical reactions and 
use chemical equations to calculate masses, 
concentration and volumes involved. Acid and 
bases are explored, and the unique properties 
of water are investigated. 

In Year 12, you explore reversible reactions in a 
variety of chemical systems at different scales, 
from the atmosphere to individualised cells in 
the human body. You study organic chemistry 
and use contemporary models to explain acids 
and bases, and redox reactions and electrolysis.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

A knowledge of chemistry is valuable for 
further study in disciplines such as engineering, 
medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, forensic science, 
environmental science and sports science.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“It’s fun and interesting to see the theory of 
Chemistry in action in lab experiments.”

“Chemistry has a good spread of topics 
all in the one subject. I enjoy the practical 
components as I am visual learner and the 
experiments help me learn the theory.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College.

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Sandra Papantoniou 
sandra.papantoniou@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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Chinese: Second 
Language ATAR

OVERVIEW

The Chinese: Second Language ATAR course is 
designed to further develop your knowledge 
and understanding of the culture and the 
language of Chinese-speaking communities. The 
course provides you with opportunities to gain a 
broader and deeper understanding of Chinese 
and extend and refine your communication 
skills.

FOCUSED CONTENT

The Chinese: Second Language ATAR course 
is designed to equip students with the skills 
needed to function in an increasingly globalised 
society, a culturally and linguistically diverse 
local community, and to provide the foundation 
for life-long language learning.

In Year 11, you will study Units 1 and 2 which 
focus on  (Teenagers) and  
(Travel – let’s go!).

In Year 12, you will study Units 3 and 4 
which focus on  (Here and now) and 

 (What next?). 

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Knowledge of a language is required in many 
global careers. In business, having language 
skills is the key to international commerce 
and foreign relationships, and many major 
engineering firms consider speaking a second 
language as an advantage. Languages are also 
very important if you wish to study or pursue 
careers in art, fashion, dance, music or literature.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“It is different to all other subjects. It involves 
talking about me and my life and we learn 
through lots of cultural activities and games. 
The result is a set of life-long skills that can be 
used to travel and work overseas.” 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College.

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Eileen Tock  
eileen.tock@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Dance ATAR

OVERVIEW

Dance ATAR sees you explore expressive 
capabilities through movement. As a performer 
and choreographer, you will compose original 
works and perform in a range of settings. As a 
highly collaborative subject, you will develop a 
strong awareness of self and others, cultivate 
meaningful relationships and grow to be a 
courageous leader.

FOCUSED CONTENT

The Dance ATAR course sees you refine and 
master new skills in the contemporary genre, 
with a focus on wellbeing and fitness that 
prepares you for performance opportunities. 
You will investigate cultural influences in 
Australia and, through the evolving concepts of 
popular culture, consider the commercialisation 
of dance. Exploring youth dance provides a 
meaningful connection between you and the 
studied works, while analysing design concepts 
and new performance technologies assists you 
with extending the boundaries of performance 
art. As a young artist, you will establish valuable 
connections with the dance industry through 
attending live performances and workshops 
with professional artists.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Dance ATAR provides fundamental life skills 
that shape you individually and can be 
applied across different contexts. Dance 
is underpinned by creativity, adaptability, 
perseverance, critical thinking, innovation and 
agility. Problem-solving and resilience are at the 
core of this subject, allowing you to flourish in 
any future endeavour.

STUDENT REVIEWS

Click here to meet past Perth College students 
as they reflect on their Dance ATAR journey and 
reveal where their acquired skills and processes 
have taken them.

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Amy Fittock  
amy.fittock@pc.wa.edu.au

Ms Samanda Sankowsky 
samanda.sankowsky@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Design: Photography 
General

OVERVIEW

Design: Photography is a practical course 
that involves the strategic development, 
planning and production of visual and 
tactile communication. You learn how to use 
photography to effectively and efficiently 
communicate ideas, values, beliefs, attitudes, 
messages and information to specific audiences 
and for specific purposes.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Over Years 11 and 12, you explore different 
areas of design, including personal, product and 
cultural, and apply an understanding of design 
fundamentals in projects that ask you to:
 • Interpret design briefs and communicate 

effectively to intended audiences.
 • Explore and experiment with effective design 

solutions throughout a design process. Select 
and apply design elements and principles 
effectively and with purpose.

 • Reflect on your design thinking.
 • Execute control and manipulation of skills and 

techniques relevant to a design brief.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Further studies to become a professional 
photographer can be an incredibly exciting 
way to earn a living, often involving sports, 
fashion, architectural, medical and wildlife 
photography as well as photojournalism, 
wedding photography, street photography, and 
underwater photography.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Photography is a great subject. I find that I 
understand a lot more about the world when 
looking at things through a lens. I can focus 
on my story and make a narrative worth 
remembering.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mr Jonathan Yum 
jonathan.yum@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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Drama ATAR

OVERVIEW

In Drama ATAR, you investigate the world 
around you, the history of human experience 
and how this translates into theatrical form. 
As a class, you will closely collaborate and 
artistically challenge one another along the 
way. You gain a sense of community, invaluable 
skill development and rich connections to other 
subject disciplines.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In this course, you explore play texts of different 
styles and contexts, including Realism and 
Non-Realism. You workshop how to interpret 
dramatic works as a director, dramaturge and 
performer, and step into the roles of costume, 
set, sound and lighting design. You engage 
with contemporary theatrical approaches that 
will teleport you around the globe and enable 
you to devise and perform your own creative 
pieces. Working with our specialised production 
staff and guest artists, you realise your script 
interpretations, design visions and original 
pieces both in class and as public showcases.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

You develop a set of personal skills, technical 
capabilities, knowledge and understandings that 
can be transferred to a broad range of careers, 
professional processes and real-world situations.

Drama provides a creative outlet and helps 
you to build your confidence and hone your 
understanding of human experience - which  
are all invaluable qualities to accompany any 
career pathway.

STUDENT REVIEWS

Click here to meet past Perth College students 
as they reflect on their Drama ATAR journey 
and where their acquired skills and processes 
have taken them.

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Samanda Sankowsky  
samanda.sankowsky@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Economics ATAR

OVERVIEW

Economics ATAR investigates the choices all 
people, groups and societies face as they 
confront the ongoing problem of satisfying 
their unlimited wants with limited resources. 
It develops the knowledge, reasoning and 
interpretation skills that form an important 
component of understanding individual, 
business and government behaviour at the 
local, national and global levels.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, the emphasis is on the Australian 
economy and you explore the role of the market 
in determining the wellbeing of individuals 
and society, as well as examining the workings 
of real-world markets. You also learn about 
economic growth, inflation, unemployment and 
the economic indicators that can change levels 
of economic activity.

In Year 12, you focus on Australia, as a relatively 
open economy, and its interdependence on the 
rest of the world. The economic objectives of 
the Australian Government and its actions are 
also examined.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Economics ATAR is ideal if you would 
like to study business/commerce, corporate 
law, finance, human resource, management or 
international relations. These pathways could 
lead you to careers as an economist, financial 
analyst, foreign diplomat, lawyer or statistician.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Economics allowed me to develop a different 
perspective on the world. It helped me gain 
an understanding of relevant, real-life issues 
as seen on the news and furthered my 
understanding of how businesses, markets 
and economies work on a domestic and 
global scale. It is truly a subject that will 
benefit you in many ways in the future!”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Luisa Tersigni  
luisa.tersigni@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Endorsed Programs
OVERVIEW

An endorsed program is a significant learning 
program that has been developed by the 
School, a community organisation, or a private 
provider and has been endorsed by the School 
Curriculum and Standards Authority. These 
programs can contribute to your WACE as part 
of the Completion of Units requirement.

While there is a limit on the number of 
endorsed programs that can contribute to your 
WACE, any number be listed on your WASSA. 
This is ideal in a competitive market where 
tertiary institutions and employers increasingly 
consider your breadth of experience and 
capabilities in assessing your application.

EXAMPLES OF ENDORSED PROGRAMS

School-based endorsed programs are often 
things that you might already be doing (or 
thinking of doing) such as the school production, 
music ensembles, AMEB examinations, Myola 
production, Duke of Edinburgh award, service 
learning or educational tours, community 
service, elite sports programs or Workplace 
Learning. Outward Bound in Year 10 is an 
endorsed program and easily attainable  
through participation and submission of the 
expedition logbook.

You can look on the SCSA website to see the 
list of provider-developed endorsed programs 
where structured learning programs result in 
the attainment of a quality-assured certificate 
or award. This might be universities, community 
organisations or training institutions. Examples 
of provider- developed programs are Navy 
Cadets, walking the Bibbulmun Track, AMEB 
music examinations, WADL debating and surf 
lifesaving medallions.

The list of endorsed program opportunities is 
extensive. Use the link at the end of this page to 
explore all the possibilities.

HOW DO I GET AN ENDORSED  
PROGRAM ACCREDITED?

Endorsed programs that originate from Perth 
College will automatically be included on your 
statement. You will have to keep a record 
or journal of your activities to validate the 
participation hours required for each unit 
equivalent. You can also present certificates 
or awards from programs completed outside 
Perth College so that these can be added to 
your statement.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Endorsed programs are a great way to add 
to WACE if you need to ‘top-up’ your C grade 
average to achieve secondary graduation.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

General information and opportunities 
Mrs Belinda Bosnich  
belinda.bosnich@pc.wa.edu.au 

Accreditation questions 
Ms Shona Hall 
shona.hall@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z
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Engineering Studies 
General

OVERVIEW

Engineers are involved in the design, 
manufacture and maintenance of products 
and infrastructure integral to the functioning 
of society. They rely strongly on their creativity 
and problem solving to turn ideas into reality 
by applying lateral thinking and mathematical 
and scientific principles to develop solutions to 
problems, needs and opportunities.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Zoom, zoom, zoom! Remember that ad by 
Mazda? If you want to be zoom, zoom, zooming, 
then enrol in the Engineering Studies General 
course. In Year 11, you will play the role of 
mechanical engineer and work through the 
engineering design process, investigating 
automation and technical innovation. You will 
use your newly acquired skills to work in a small 
group to build a go-kart to race at the Mount 
Helena Go-Kart Classic.

Energy hero extraordinairess are welcome in 
this course! In Year 12, as a mechanical engineer, 
you will develop a greater understanding of the 
engineering design process and learn and apply 
more complex understandings about different 
forms and sources of renewable and non-
renewable energy. Using that knowledge, you 
can design a project in the field of Biomimicry.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
This course has a practical focus on real-life 
contexts. It prepares you for a future in an 
increasingly technological world, providing 
a foundation for life-long learning through 
problem solving and creativity. It lets you taste 
life as an engineer with a particular focus on 
mechanical engineering.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Exploration and practicality - skills that will 
follow students through life.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Karol Guglielmana  
karol.guglielmana@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSt4B_UEDKU&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/technologies/engineering-studies


English as an 
Additional Language/
Dialect ATAR

OVERVIEW

English ATAR is about expressing your  
opinion, creating texts, analysing the ways  
texts are composed and investigating how 
a person’s personal context influences their 
perspective. It explores the way issues and 
people are represented in mostly recent  
and Australian contexts.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In ATAR EAL/D you will learn about the structure 
and linguistic features of spoken and written 
Standard Australian English (SAE) so that you 
communicate effectively in a range of contexts 
and for a range of purposes. You will study 
a variety of texts and text types, including 
spoken, written and multimodal texts, as well 
as literary, academic and everyday texts. You 
will analyse the purpose, audience and context 
of these texts, and how they represent ideas, 
perspectives, attitudes, values, and culturally 
based assumptions.

You will consider how these representations 
vary across cultures and within different 
contexts, particularly the Australian context, 
while exploring the interrelated nature of 
language and culture. You will also create your 
own texts for different purposes and audiences 
in different forms, modes and media.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

English EAL/D covers a wide range of texts and 
concepts, as well as functional speaking and 
writing skills in a range of settings and genre; 
therefore it can help you to prepare for careers 
in law, medicine, education, the arts, commerce, 
media, public relations and the social sciences.

MORE INFORMATION

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.

If you need further assistance in deciding if this 
course is right for you, talk to:

Miss Alana Stanley 
alana.stanley@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z
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English ATAR

OVERVIEW

English ATAR is about expressing your  
opinion, creating texts, analysing the ways  
texts are composed and investigating how 
a person’s personal context influences their 
perspective. It explores the way issues and 
people are represented in mostly recent  
and Australian contexts.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Over two years in English, you will compose 
analytical responses, give oral presentations and 
write creatively. You will explore and analyse the 
representation of social issues and controversies 
from Australia and around the world. You 
study various genres including feature films, 
articles, memoirs, documentaries, short stories, 
speeches, posters and media images. You also 
consider how your own background influences 
the way you read and compose texts.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

English helps you to prepare for careers in 
law, medicine, education, the arts, commerce, 
media, public relations and the social sciences.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“English helped me to think, write and speak 
more clearly and to realise that texts are 
constructed and always have an agenda.”

“English taught me who has most power in 
society and how this power is used. It taught 
me to be critical.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College.

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Miss Alana Stanley  
alana.stanley@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjKVJDenOKI&feature=youtu.be
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English General

OVERVIEW

English General encourages you to think 
critically and clearly, and to respond in a variety 
of forms. You will explore a range of fiction 
and non-fiction texts, including film, media and 
visual, from Australian and global contexts. 
The course looks at the way these texts are 
composed to evoke responses from different 
audiences, and to influence both individual and 
social beliefs, values and attitudes.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Over two years in English General, you explore 
how your own experiences and beliefs influence 
your perspectives on texts. You also develop 
the skills of a reflective and critical reader, as 
well as developing communication skills by 
creating analytical responses, oral presentations 
and creative and non-fiction writing. You study 
feature films, documentaries, news, feature 
articles, memoirs, short stories, speeches, 
posters and media images.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

English General gives you the literacy 
requirements needed to be successful in the 
world of work or for further study at TAFE. 
It also gives you a basis from which to seek 
alternate entry to university in areas such as 
the arts, education, arts, commerce, media, 
public relations or social sciences.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“English General gave me the confidence to 
argue my opinions and to learn the many 
different ways to express myself effectively.”

“English General introduced me to interesting 
texts I might never have come across myself.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Miss Alana Stanley  
alana.stanley@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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French: Second 
Language ATAR

OVERVIEW

The French: Second Language ATAR course 
is designed to develop your knowledge and 
understanding of the culture and the language 
of French-speaking communities. The course 
provides you with opportunities to gain a 
broader and deeper understanding of French 
and extend and refine your communication 
skills.

FOCUSED CONTENT

The French: Second Language ATAR course 
is designed to equip students with the skills 
needed to function in an increasingly globalised 
society, a culturally and linguistically diverse 
local community, and to provide the foundation 
for life-long language learning.

In Year 11, you will study Units 1 and 2  
which focus on C’est la vie! (That’s life) and 
Voyages (Travel). 

In Year 12, you will study on Units 3 and 4  
which focus on Les médias (The media) and Le 
monde qui nous entoure (The world around us). 

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
Knowledge of a language is required in many 
global careers. In business, having language 
skills is the key to international commerce 
and foreign relationships, and many major 
engineering firms consider speaking a second 
language as an advantage. Languages are also 
very important if you wish to study or pursue 
careers in art, fashion, dance, music or literature.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“We find it really important as learning a 
language provides you with skills that you can 
apply in other subjects, like problem solving 
and public speaking. It also provides you 
with other perspectives and an awareness of 
cultures and lifestyles.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website.  

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Caroline Philogene  
caroline.philogene@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvytezLcMZM&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/languages/french-second-language


Food Science and 
Technology General

OVERVIEW

Food Science and Technology (FST) General 
focuses on the practical production of food 
and explores food properties, food functions, 
nutrition, eating plans, lifestyle and food trends. 
FST presents opportunities to develop skills and 
personal interests in food science and potential 
careers in hospitality, food retail, nutrition, 
wellness and food writing.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you learn a variety of mise-en-place 
and precision cutting skills, and processing 
techniques. You work individually and in teams 
to create contemporary food products which 
promote healthy eating. You work with a range 
of interesting foods, adapt basic recipes and 
apply the technology process to investigate, 
devise and produce food products to achieve 
specific dietary requirements and interests. 

In Year 12, using scientific methods, you examine 
the functional properties that determine the 
performance of food and apply these in the 
planning and preparation of food products and 
processing systems. You explore the societal, 
lifestyle, health and economic issues that 
influence food choices and examine influences 
on the nutritional wellbeing of individuals that 
arise from lifestyle and cultural traditions.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES
On a personal level, you learn food and lifestyle 
skills to enhance your wellbeing. For careers in 
Food Science, you could consider hospitality, 
nutrition, wellness industries, food retailing, 
teaching and writing.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“It’s so flexible - our class interest areas such 
as patisserie or health were added to the 
course!”

“I like the break from theory subjects and the 
creative opportunities to cook.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Natasha Rados  
natasha.rados@pc.wa.edu.au

SUBJECTS A-F G-L M-R S-Z

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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SUBJECTS G-LA-F M-R S-Z

Geography ATAR

OVERVIEW

The Geography ATAR course provides 
a structured, disciplinary framework to 
investigate and analyse a range of challenges 
and associated opportunities facing 
Australia and the global community. These 
challenges include rapid change in biophysical 
environments, the sustainability of places, 
dealing with environmental risks, and the 
consequences of international integration.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you explore the management of 
hazards and the risk they pose to people 
and environments. You apply geographical 
inquiry tools to investigate the risks associated 
with natural and ecological hazards. You also 
learn about globalisation in an increasingly 
interconnected world, the economic and cultural 
transformations occurring, and their political 
and social consequences.

In Year 12, global environmental change is 
explored through the concept of sustainability 
where you evaluate a program designed to 
address the negative effect of land cover 
change. You also examine how governments, 
planners, communities, interest groups and 
individuals plan to ensure that places are 
sustainable, and consider the challenges 
associated with this process.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Geography ATAR is ideal if you 
would like to study environmental science, 
geographical sciences, hydrology, natural 
resource management or urban and regional 
planning. These pathways could lead you to 
a career as an environmental data analyst, 
natural conservation officer, surveyor, 
sustainability consultant or urban planner.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Studying Geography was the best decision I 
made going into Year 11. I found an interest 
in climate change and loved the Year 11 Ebola 
topic. Surprisingly, when I participated in 
summer camp at Oxford University, I used my 
knowledge from the Ebola unit to answer a 
medicine essay. Weird I know!” 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Luisa Tersigni  
luisa.tersigni@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Human Biology 
ATAR

OVERVIEW

In Human Biology ATAR, you learn about 
yourself, how individuals survive in a changing 
environment and relate structure to function. 
You research new discoveries about the causes 
of dysfunction that can lead to new treatments 
and preventative measures. You also study 
reproduction to understand the sources of 
variation that make us unique individuals.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you study how the human body 
works from the functioning of a cell to the 
systems of the body. Lifestyle choices and 
their impact on the body are investigated. 
Reproduction and genetics are also explored 
in depth, including how genetic materials are 
transmitted to the next generation. You explore 
reproductive technologies and how interactions 
between genetics and the environment 
influence early development.

In Year 12, you study the nervous and endocrine 
systems and the mechanisms that help maintain 
homeostasis. You explore the body’s immune 
responses to invading pathogens, and consider 
evolution through investigating relationships 
between variations in humans and their 
changing environment.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Human Biology provides a fundamental 
knowledge for future study in science education, 
medical and paramedical fields, food and 
hospitality, childcare, sport and social work. It 
will help you to become an advocate for yourself 
and your family so you can make informed 
decisions about health and lifestyle choices.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“I’ve really enjoyed learning about the 
human body and its many systems. It was 
so interesting to find out how my own body 
works.”

“The course offers a good mix of theory and 
practical knowledge that is relevant to work in 
the real world.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Sandra Papantoniou 
sandra.papantoniou@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7pqArSyud0&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/science/human-biology


SUBJECTS G-LA-F M-R S-Z

Indonesian: Second 
Language ATAR*

*This course is offered by the School  
of Isolated and Distance Education.

OVERVIEW

The Indonesian: Second Language ATAR course 
is designed to develop your knowledge and 
understanding of the culture and the language 
of Indonesian-speaking communities, providing 
you with opportunities to gain a broader and 
deeper understanding of Indonesian and extend 
and refine your communication skills.

FOCUSED CONTENT

The Indonesian: Second Language ATAR course 
is designed to equip students with the skills 
needed to function in an increasingly globalised 
society, a culturally and linguistically diverse 
local community, and to provide the foundation 
for life-long language learning.

In Year 11, you will study Units 1 and 2 which 
focus on Saat ini aku di sini (Here and now) and 
Bisa saya bantu? (Can I help you?). 

In Year 12, you will study Units 3 and 4 which 
focus on Aneka wacana (Exploring texts) and Isu 
hangat (Exploring issues). 

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Knowledge of a language is required in many 
global careers. In business, having language 
skills is the key to international commerce 
and foreign relationships, and many major 
engineering firms consider speaking a second 
language as an advantage. Languages are also 
very important if you wish to study or pursue 
careers in art, fashion, dance, music or literature.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Being able to say you have a language 
under your belt, even if you’re not completely 
fluent, can open up many job and travel 
opportunities.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Caroline Philogene  
caroline.philogene@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Literature ATAR

OVERVIEW

Literature ATAR explores fiction, drama and 
poetry and the ways historical context and 
genre influence their meanings. It investigates 
the ways texts can be interpreted and how a 
reader’s context affects their response. The 
question ‘What is Literature?’ is explored: why 
are some texts valued as influential or beautiful?

FOCUSED CONTENT

Over two years in Literature, you study literary 
contexts from Elizabethan England to the 
contemporary word. You analyse how values, 
assumptions, philosophies, ancient myths, 
psychological theories, literary movements 
and genres influence texts, including Australian 
drama, Shakespearean plays, Frankenstein, The 
Great Gatsby and Indigenous and romantic 
poetry. You also consider how your own 
background influences the way you read these 
texts and have opportunities to write creatively 
and analytically in response.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Literature encourages deep thinking and 
precision and covers a wide range of subjects 
including history, philosophy, genre, art and 
sociology. It offers excellent preparation for 
careers that value these skills, such as law, 
medicine, education, the arts, media and the 
social sciences.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Literature taught me to read and write with 
precision.”

“Knowing that texts always reflect when and 
where they were made has made me a more 
critical thinker.”

“I never realised there were different 
definitions of the word ‘literature’.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Miss Alana Stanley 
alana.stanley@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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G-LA-F S-Z

Materials Design and 
Technology General

SUBJECTS M-R

OVERVIEW

Materials Design and Technology (Textiles) is a 
practical course, providing you with the skills 
and theoretical knowledge to design, develop 
plans and manufacture products to industry 
standards. Building proficiency in the design 
process and communicating ideas are key 
components of the course and you develop a 
portfolio of work that can be used for future 
study and employment endeavours.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you develop the skills and techniques 
appropriate to the materials being used through 
the production of design projects for the stage 
and screen.

In Year 12, you extend your design skills through 
working with an open and self-directed design 
brief to manage a project that reflects your 
personal influences in combination with the 
style and tastes of a client.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

This course connects to the world of work, 
further VET and university pathways. Studying 
this course enhances employability and offers 
the opportunity for future progression into 
areas as diverse as fashion, costume, product 
and interior design.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“MDT has helped me develop my creative side 
and made me more aware of sustainability 
and how it affects the world we live in today. 
It’s so exciting to be able to wear something 
that I’ve designed myself.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Natasha Rados  
natasha.rados@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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Mathematics 
Applications ATAR

OVERVIEW

Mathematics Applications focuses on the use 
of mathematics to solve problems in contexts 
that involve financial modelling, geometric and 
trigonometric analysis, graphical and network 
analysis, and growth and decay in sequences. It 
also provides opportunities for you to develop 
systematic strategies based on the statistical 
investigation process.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Mathematics Applications is structured  
over four units.

Units One and Two

 • Consumer Arithmetic
 • Algebra and Matrices
 • Shape and Measurement
 • Data Analysis (univariate) and Normal 

Distribution Trig and Applications
 • Linear Equations and graphs

Units Three and Four

 • Bivariate Data Analysis
 • Growth and Decay in Sequences Graphs, 

Networks and Decision mathematics
 • Time Series Analysis
 • Loans, investments and annuities

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The Mathematics Applications course is 
designed for students whose future studies do 
not require knowledge of calculus. The course 
is a prerequisite for many tertiary courses such 
as finance, commerce, nursing, biomedical 
science, sport and health science, zoology and 
pharmacology.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“I chose Apps because I didn’t need Methods 
for my uni course and I’m glad I did. Apps 
gave me a higher ATAR score than if I had 
done Methods - even with the bonus.”

“Studying finance will give me an edge  
in the future.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Daniela Condo  
daniela.condo@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST B - Mathematics, Science and Technology
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAFfyBRfKsI&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/mathematics/mathematics-applications


Mathematics 
Essential General

OVERVIEW

Mathematics Essential provides you with 
the mathematical knowledge, skills and 
understanding to solve problems in real 
contexts for a range of workplace, personal, 
further learning and community situations. 
This course provides the opportunity for you to 
prepare for post-school options of employment 
and further training.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Mathematics Essential is taught within contexts, 
with practical applications.

Units One and Two

 • Percentages 
 • Measurement 
 • Graphs
 • Representing and comparing data 
 • Rates and ratios
 • Time and motion

Units Three and Four

 • Measurement extended 
 • Scales, plans and models
 • Graphs in practical situations 
 • Data collection and analysis probability
 • Earth geometry and time zones 
 • Loans and compound interest

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The fundamental concepts of applied 
mathematics are studied through real-life 
scenarios. This allows you to apply skills and 
translate problems because you have practised 
the mathematics in context. This course 
provides a foundation for further studies 
through apprenticeships, traineeships or 
vocational education.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“The topics are interesting and things that are 
actually useful in life.”

“I study both Mathematics Essential and 
Mathematics Applications and I find Essentials 
more practical. In Essentials, you have to 
think critically about what is happening.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Daniela Condo  
daniela.condo@pc.wa.edu.au

G-LA-F S-ZSUBJECTS M-R
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Mathematics 
Methods ATAR

OVERVIEW

Mathematics Methods focuses on the use 
of calculus and statistical analysis. Calculus 
provides a basis for understanding rates of 
change in the physical world. It includes the use 
of functions, their derivatives and integrals, in 
modelling physical processes and statistics, and 
develops your ability to describe and analyse 
phenomena that involve uncertainty and 
variation.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Mathematics Methods is structured over four 
units with a progression of content, application 
and complexity.

Units One and Two

 • Functions and Graphs 
 • Trigonometric and Exponential Functions
 • Counting and Probability
 • Arithmetic and Geometric sequences
 • Differential Calculus

Units Three and Four

 • Further differentiation and applications 
integrals

 • Discrete and continuous random 
 • Variables and the Logarithmic Function
 • Interval estimates for proportions

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

This course provides a foundation for further 
studies in disciplines in which mathematics 
and statistics have important roles. It is also 
advantageous for further studies in the health 
and social sciences. Consider this course if 
your future pathways involve mathematics and 
statistics and their applications at tertiary level.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Statistical inference was really helpful with 
my university Commerce course.”

“The algebra was cool.”

“Methods Year 11 and Apps Year 12 was a 
great pathway for me.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Daniela Condo  
daniela.condo@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ps_t4pdzTB0&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/mathematics/mathematics-methods


Mathematics 
Specialist ATAR

OVERVIEW

Mathematics Specialist provides opportunities, 
beyond those presented in the Mathematics 
Methods course, to develop rigorous 
mathematical arguments and proofs, and to 
use mathematical models more extensively. 
This course looks at functions and calculus to 
deepen and apply the ideas presented in the 
Mathematics Methods course.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Mathematics Specialist is structured over four 
units with a progression of content, level of 
sophistication and abstraction.

Units One and Two

 • Combinatorics 
 • Vectors
 • Geometry and proof 
 • Trigonometry
 • Matrices
 • Real and complex numbers

Units Three and Four

 • Complex numbers
 • Functions and sketching graph vectors in 3D
 • Integration and applications
 • Rates of changes and differential equations
 • Statistical Inference

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The fundamental concepts of applied 
mathematics are studied through real-life 
scenarios. This allows you to apply skills and 
translate problems because you have practised 
the mathematics in context. This course 
provides a foundation for further studies 
through apprenticeships, traineeships or 
vocational education.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Specialist explores really different concepts 
in Maths that make it really enjoyable and 
interesting.”

“I love that we study the topics in-depth.” 

“The proofs are fun!”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Daniela Condo  
daniela.condo@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_7vFfbmVM4&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/mathematics/mathematics-specialist


Media Production 
and Analysis General

OVERVIEW

The Media Production and Analysis General 
course aims to prepare you for a future in a digital 
and interconnected world by providing the skills, 
knowledge and understandings to tell your own 
stories and interpret the stories of others. You will 
be encouraged to explore, experiment and interpret 
your world, reflecting and analysing contemporary 
life while understanding that this is done under 
social, cultural and institutional constraints. This 
course focuses on the development of technical 
skills in the practical process.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, the focus is on mass media. Within 
this broad focus, you will reflect on your own 
use of the media, common representations, 
including the examination of characters, 
stars and stereotypes, and the way media is 
constructed and produced. The focus of the 
second unit in Year 11 is point of view, a concept 
that underpins the construction of all media 
work. In this unit, you will be introduced to the 
concept and learn how point of view can be 
constructed. You will analyse media work and 
construct a point of view in your productions.

In Year 12, you will expand your understanding 
of media languages, learning how codes 
and conventions are used to construct 
entertainment media. You will examine the 
process of representation and the way values 
are constructed in media work, also considering 
how the experiences of audiences influence 
your own responses to media and how media 
work is shaped by the production context and 

through the production process. The focus of the 
second unit in Year 12 is on representation and 
reality. Representation is the act of representing 
or constructing identities, places or ideas based 
on shared values and understandings. You will 
consider different types of representations and 
how they relate to the construction of reality 
within media work.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The production of media work enables you to 
demonstrate your understanding of the key 
concepts of media languages, representation, 
audience, production, skills and processes as 
well as express your creativity and originality. 
When producing media work, you will learn to 
make decisions about all aspects of production, 
including creative choices across pre-
production, production and post-production 
phases. This provides an opportunity for you to 
reflect on and discuss your own creative work, 
intentions and outcomes. 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Sarah Pemberton 
sarah.pemberton@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=280j1qzu48c
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/arts/media-production-and-analysis


Modern History 
ATAR

OVERVIEW

In the Modern History ATAR course you consider 
the forces that have shaped today’s world to 
develop a deeper understanding of the world 
in which we live. While the focus is on the 20th 
century, you look back to formative changes 
from the late 18th century onwards, and make 
connections with our changing world.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you will focus on the emergence of 
America between 1907 and 1941 as a global 
superpower, exploring the two Worlds Wars, 
prohibition, the 1930s depression and race 
relations. You also examine the rise of Nazism 
through exploration of Hitler’s Germany and the 
Holocaust.

In Year 12, you will examine the transformation 
of modern China and investigate the impact of 
communism in Asia throughout the Cold War 
period and the impact of economic policy, terror 
and propaganda culminating in the events of 
1989. You also examine the quest for peace in 
the Middle East from 1945-2001, focusing on the 
establishment of Israel and the subsequent war 
of independence, the rise of Arab Nationalism 
and the Iranian Revolution of 1979.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Modern History is ideal if you would like to 
study disciplines in international relations 
and law, journalism, advertising and public 
relations or business and commerce. These 
pathways could lead you to a career as a foreign 
correspondent, film and media roles, journalist, 
author, researcher, analyst, diplomat, intelligence 
services or teacher.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“I found studying Modern History to be one of, 
if not, the most interesting subjects I studied. 
Everything I learnt I was able to apply to 
different subjects and it has made me feel 
more well-educated generally I am now able 
to hold a conversation comfortably about 
Communist China, which is pretty epic!”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Luisa Tersigni  
luisa.tersigni@pc.wa.edu.au

G-LA-F S-ZSUBJECTS M-R

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85-mOUDWERc&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history
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Music ATAR

OVERVIEW

Music is an expression of human experience and 
has a universal place in every culture across the 
globe and throughout history. In Years 11 and 
12, you create, communicate and evaluate music 
ideas with increasing depth and complexity, 
and you are encouraged to reach your creative 
potential as a musician and performer - both 
individually and collaboratively.

FOCUSED CONTENT

The Music course is divided into two 
components.

A written component focuses on Western 
Art Music (classical style) through three content 
areas - aural and theory, compostition and 
arrangement, and cultural and historical analysis.

A practical component is demonstrated 
through either instrumental or vocal 
performance, or by submitting a composition 
portfolio. The four available contexts/styles 
are Western Art Music (classical style), Jazz, 
Contemporary Music or Musical Theatre.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

There are many exciting jobs available in 
the music industry after studying Music as 
a subject including a musician or performer, 
composer/songwriter/film score composer, 
music producer, music therapist, private music 
teacher, junior/secondary school music teacher, 
sound technician, music broadcasting, arts 
administrator, music event manager, artist 
manager, music publisher and many more.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“The performance component is especially 
great when you love your instrument.”

“Whenever I see Music on my timetable I feel 
very happy!”

“Get into a good daily practice because 
performance assessments count for a lot of 
your final grade.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Jane Artelaris  
jane.artelaris@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQ3bqo_ctLw&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/arts/music


Philosophy and 
Ethics ATAR

OVERVIEW

Philosophy and Ethics is built around two broad 
areas - reason and persons, and reason and 
culture. It is a course that encourages you to 
use critical thinking in order to interrogate 
important issues.

FOCUSED CONTENT

The course teaches about thinking in a reasoned 
way and looks into various philosophical 
topics. You examine reasoning, inference, 
doubt and proof, as well as ideas of beauty 
and aesthetics, culture, intuition, emotion and 
personal relationships and friendships. You will 
also examine the construction of world views, 
the interpretation of art and literature, ideas 
of mind, body, personhood, action, intention, 
motives, free-will, determinisim and the 
elements of a personal ethic.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Philosophy and Ethics provides you with the 
philosophical knowledge to take a thinking 
approach to the world. It is highly regarded by 
universities and employers as it develops critical 
and analytical skills that can be transferred to 
future learning and life.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“It can be hard getting your head around 
things but it’s fun.”

“Really goes more deeply into issues we don’t 
usually think about.”

“I enjoyed working towards my goals and 
getting better and better as a critical thinker.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Revd Linda Pilton 
linda.pilton@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6VODGfTrcU&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/humanities-and-social-sciences/philosophy-and-ethics


Philosophy and 
Ethics ATAR
UNIT ONE - YEAR 11 

OVERVIEW

Philosophy and Ethics is a course designed to 
develop different ways of thinking and viewing 
the world. This course has been specifically 
developed for students to explore ways of 
critical reasoning, and the ways in which we can 
see our world. Unit One of the ATAR course is 
a half ATAR course spread over a year, drawing 
together some of the major themes that Beliefs 
and Values has covered in the years prior.

FOCUSED CONTENT

You will examine critical reasoning as a basis for 
philosophical thought and you will also study 
a range of topics which look at our place in the 
world and the differing ways we can view it. You 
will explore what it is to be a person and how 
our brain and mind interact.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Philosophy and Ethics will provide you with the 
skills to view arguments, writing and speech 
with a critical eye which, in turn, will assist you to 
make balanced decisions in all aspects of your 
life. Philosophy is not just about a skill set in 
isolation, but skills that can be transferred into 
other learning areas. Employers are increasingly 
looking for analytical skills. Several former PC 
students have gone on to study philosophy after 
studying the Unit One course.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“I was surprised that I liked it as  
much as I did.”

“Gave me skills to help analyse stuff.”

“Learning about different types of  
reality was good.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Revd Linda Pilton 
linda.pilton@pc.wa.edu.au

G-LA-F S-ZSUBJECTS M-R
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JIANMqD785o&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/humanities-and-social-sciences/philosophy-and-ethics


Philosophy and 
Ethics General
UNIT ONE - YEAR 11

OVERVIEW

Philosophy and Ethics is a course designed to 
study two broad areas - reason and persons, 
and reason and culture. It is a course that 
encourages you to use critical thinking in order 
to interrogate important issues.

FOCUSED CONTENT

Your study is based around philosophical and 
ethical inquiry and perspectives, philosophy 
and ethics in human affairs, and applying 
and relating philosophical and ethical 
understandings.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Philosophy and Ethics will provide you with the 
critical skills and philosophical knowledge to take 
a thinking approach many differing situations in 
your life and the world.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“This unit helps you to learn about some basic 
elements of reasoning. Overall, the course will 
help you cover some basic philosophical skills 
and knowledge.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Revd Linda Pilton 
linda.pilton@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1SuAdNcvFg&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/humanities-and-social-sciences/philosophy-and-ethics


Physical Education 
Studies ATAR

OVERVIEW

In this course you explore methods of analysing 
sport and physical activity to determine how 
individual and team performance may be 
influenced. You also participate in sport and lab 
activities that allow you to put into practice the 
theories and methods you learn.

FOCUSED CONTENT

You analyse your own performance and that of 
others, apply theoretical principles, and plan and 
evaluate strategies to enhance performance. 
Physical activity and sports play allow you to 
apply your understandings to develop your 
own skills and performance. You explore the 
roles and perspectives of athletes, coaches and 
sports leaders to understand the factors that 
influence individual and team performance. 
The theoretical and practical components 
cover the study of motor learning and coaching, 
anatomy, biomechanics, physiology and sports 
psychology.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Physical Education Studies ATAR leads to a 
diverse range of employment opportunities 
in the sport, leisure and recreation industries, 
education, sport development, youth work, 
and health and medical fields linked to physical 
activity and sport.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“PE studies helped me choose the area I 
wanted to pursue! In 2020, I was accepted into 
a PhD project on motivation, goal setting and 
self-regulation, through which I hope to help 
individuals and athletes thrive.”

“I constantly find myself applying things that 
I’ve learnt to the sport I play, or even just 
everyday activities.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Renae Campbell  
renae.campbell@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fVCslSh_6KQ&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/health-and-physical-education/physical-education-studies


Physics ATAR

OVERVIEW

Physics is a fundamental science that challenges 
the imagination to unlock the mysteries of the 
universe. You will explore everything from the 
kinetic energy of a speeding care to nuclear 
fusion, nearby stars to distant galaxies, and 
matter and energy in all forms. Physics provides 
a foundation of understanding on which modern 
technologies and all other sciences are based.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you will be introduced to the 
fundamental laws of physics. You discover 
how global energy needs are met as you 
explore heat processes, nuclear reactions 
and electricity. Investigation of the physical 
world through the study of waves and motion 
builds your understanding of energy transfers 
and transformations that are pivotal to 
contemporary life.

Year 12 explores field theories of gravity and 
electromagnetism to explain phenomena that 
have contributed to technological advancement. 
Through studying the development of quantum 
theory and the universe through the standard 
model and theory of relativity, you appreciate 
how physics has changed our perception of the 
natural world and revolutionised technology in 
modern industrial society.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Physics gives you critical skills to 
investigate, evaluate and make evidence- 
based decisions about contemporary issues 
such as renewable energy generation, 
medical innovation, climate change, material 
development and exploration of the universe. 
Physics provides you with a foundation for 
further study in science, engineering, medicine 
and technology - the possibilities are endless.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“Physics teaches you how to think. It is the 
critical thinking behind the ‘why’. It is like 
completing a jigsaw puzzle - extremely 
rewarding when you place in the last piece  
in the picture.”

“I would definitely recommend choosing 
physics if you are considering a STEM-based 
career.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Sandra Papantoniou  
sandra.papantoniou@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cveewivFqYY&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/science/physics


Politics and Law 
ATAR

OVERVIEW

The Politics and Law ATAR course enables 
you to understand how our political and 
legal system operates, with opportunities to 
examine key events and contemporary issues 
that continue to shape the political and legal 
landscapes. It encourages you to take an active 
interest in current affairs, both domestically and 
internationally.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you examine the nature of 
democratic systems and use contemporary 
events to compare Australia’s political and legal 
system to other systems. You also investigate 
the operation of Australia’s judicial and electoral 
systems, and compare how Australia’s legal 
structures compare with the American and 
French systems.

In Year 12, you study how political and legal 
power are structured in Australia and discover 
the impact of contemporary High Court 
decisions on Australia’s legal landscape. You 
also examine how Parliament and the courts 
are held accountable in the exercising of power, 
and how Australia safeguards human rights and 
approaches the rule of law and natural justice.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Politics and Law is ideal if you would 
like to study political science, history, criminology 
anthropology, law, international relations or 
commerce. These pathways could lead you to 
careers in law, politics, policy development, 
journalism, the police force, foreign diplomacy or 
investment banking.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“After studying Politics and Law, I am now 
studying Politics and International Studies at 
The University of Melbourne. I was surprised 
at how well the course prepared me for my 
degree! It’s really cool to understand and have 
conversations about what is happening in our 
world.” 

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Ms Luisa Tersigni  
luisa.tersigni@pc.wa.edu.au

G-LA-F S-ZSUBJECTS M-R
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W07zD3xp8Wc&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/humanities-and-social-sciences/politics-and-law


Psychology ATAR

OVERVIEW

Psychology is the scientific study of the mind 
and behaviour. In this course you develop 
the psychological knowledge to help you 
understand how individuals function and how 
our values, attitudes and beliefs shape our 
behaviour.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you study how the brain and 
nervous system influence the human mind 
and behaviour, including how you develop 
relationships with others. You delve into human 
development across the lifespan and theories 
of intelligence and how intelligence is tested. 
You will also explore nature vs nurture and the 
influence of others, culture and values on our 
behaviour as individuals.

In Year 12, you consider the brain and 
nervous system, focusing on memory and 
how behaviours are learned and modified. 
You will investigate relationships, identity 
and personality, including attachment styles 
between parents and children and different 
parenting styles.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The foundation knowledge of psychology, 
scientific method and critical thinking are all 
critical life skills, but also create a basis for 
careers in the health professions, education, 
human resources, social sciences, sales, media, 
marketing and management.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“I loved how the Relational Influences 
component is so applicable to our lives.”

“I have enjoyed learning about why humans 
act the way they do.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

for more information on this course. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Sandra Papantoniou 
sandra.papantoniou@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8qxVZ4dRDg&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/science/psychology


Psychology General

OVERVIEW

Psychology is the study of how people think, 
feel and act. You are introduced to a breadth 
of knowledge focusing on the psychology of 
self and others. You learn factors relating to 
individuals, such as cognition, biological bases of 
behaviour, personality and the way individuals 
function within groups.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you are introduced to the human 
brain and factors influencing behaviour, 
emotion and thought. You will study the role 
of nature and nurture, learn about stages of 
development and the impact external factors 
have on personality development. You explore 
theories like Freud’s psychodynamic approach 
and Spearman’s theory of general intelligence, 
as well as examine the role of communication in 
regulating relationships.

In Year 12, the theories on personality are 
explored to understand how it can shape 
motivation and performance. You are 
introduced to different states of consciousness 
and factors determining friendships and conflict 
resolution. Ethical principles are applied to 
research methods.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

The study of psychology is relevant to further 
studies in the health professions, education, 
human resources, social sciences, sales, media 
and marketing and management.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“You will enjoy this subject if you want to learn 
about how and why we think the way we do. 
So far we have learned about the brain and 
development and we are now learning about 
personality, which I find very interesting.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Sandra Papantoniou 
sandra.papantoniou@pc.wa.edu.au
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sETTexjv0gg&feature=youtu.be
https://senior-secondary.scsa.wa.edu.au/syllabus-and-support-materials/science/psychology
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G-LA-F M-R SUBJECTS S -Z

VET - Year 11  
Certificate II in  
Sport and Recreation
(SIS20115) CERTIFICATE II  
IN SPORT AND RECREATION

OVERVIEW

Embark upon a career in the sport and 
recreation industry with this qualification. It 
will place you on track to work at community 
recreation centres, outdoor sporting grounds 
and aquatic centres, or progress into further 
studies that will help you access a sporting 
or recreation career. Offering hands-on 
experience that will have you working toward 
your career, this certificate will teach you how 
to provide first aid, assist with activity sessions 
and work effectively in sport, fitness and 
recreation environments.

FOCUSED CONTENT

This qualification requires completion  
of 13 units. 

Click here to see details of the unit structure.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“This was a great choice for me. Initially I 
chose to do six ATAR subjects, but during 
course counselling I was encouraged to pick 
a VET certificate and I’m so happy that I did. 
A massive benefit is that I can add it to my 
resume.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

VET information and pathway planning

Mrs Belinda Bosnich  
belinda.bosnich@pc.wa.edu.au

Mr Chris Johnson 
chris.johnson@pc.wa.edu.au

Perth College  |  Year 11 to 12 Curriculum Handbook 2022 

https://adfs.pc.wa.edu.au/adfs/ls/?SAMLRequest=fVNNj9owFLzzK1DuJE5ANGtBJAr9QKIQQbqHXirjvBRLie36OYX%2B%2BzoxW2i1iy%2BWxm%2FGM8%2FPM2RNremitSe5h58toB0M3bo0tUTaH86D1kiqGAqkkjWA1HJ6WHzZ0CQkVBtlFVd18B%2FtMYshgrFCSU9br%2BbBbvths%2Fu03n5P0%2BmYxU9HTqaclE%2BTdMKBJYRUMY%2FHEz6ejkl8TJLUU5%2FBoNOZB042GHg1xBbWEi2T1uEkIaOYjJKkIO%2FoJKUk%2FeapKxdWSGZ7%2BslajTSKWFlhqHl4ZiGUbcjaHolqjDwpv%2BZ9L2Qp5I%2FHMY%2B%2BCOnnoshH%2Be5QeJHFS%2Fylktg2YA5gfgkOX%2FebmxPUjMO%2FVrrGRtxzQn3SQdbLzTqc9rFN9jZ9Ft3X3Ziabp3z9SpXteC%2Fe7xbH5VpmH07YBzGPSLKUdWX0laiBi4qAWXwV2ZR1%2Bq8NMAszANrWgiGUXZ393XqoOxn0DXEwsUOl6rRzAjsngYujNtr1Fvc%2B%2FJl7QZqD1X2cOY45V2dg3O3nZUpu8cE7u4uDHPelbHXHr0q7jsWPbCdDV6O7z9U9gc%3D&RelayState=%2Fsend.php%3Fid%3D57973
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Certificate II in 
Workplace Skills 

(BSB20120) CERTIFICATE II IN 
WORKPLACE SKILLS

OVERVIEW

Take the first step into the business world with 
a Certificate II in Workplace Skills. If you are 
seeking to gain a variety of broad skills that can 
be used in many workplaces and in life, then this 
course is for you. This qualification will develop 
your practical skills and operational knowledge 
to undertake administrative roles in a business 
environment.

FOCUSED CONTENT

This qualification requires completion  
of 12 units.

Click here to see details of the unit structure.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“The Certificate II Workplace Skills is amazing 
preparation for the outside world and our 
future careers. It has prepared me for any 
scenario in the workplace and I can add it to 
my resume.”

“It is a good alternative for students thinking 
about general subjects or when selecting your 
sixth subject.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College.

If you need further assistance in deciding if this 
course is right for you, talk to:

VET information and pathway planning

Mrs Belinda Bosnich  
belinda.bosnich@pc.wa.edu.au

Mr Jonathan Yum 
jonathan.yum@pc.wa.edu.au
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VET - Year 12

OVERVIEW

In Year 12, VET is all about choosing a certificate 
that interests you and advances your pathway 
aspirations. Many students who successfully 
complete a Certificate II in Year 11 choose to 
study another qualification in Year 12. In most 
cases, further VET study in Year 12 is designed 
for students studying fewer than three ATAR 
subjects, but this can be negotiated because we 
are always willing to tailor a pathway for you.

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS?

You can either study online in-class or off-
campus one day a week at a Registered Training 
Organisation (RTO). These alternate delivery 
modes suit different students and you will need 
to think about how you learn to decide which 
option suits you best.

Off-Campus Learning

This means you attend TAFE one day each week 
and you have a VET class on your timetable 
to help manage your workload. You need to 
be responsible for communicating with your 
teachers about the classes you miss, and work 
proactively to keep up to date. 

In 2020, students have chosen to study the 
following certificates off-campus:
 • Certificate IV in Business  

(Fremantle Education Centre) 
 • Certificate III in Sport and Recreation  

(North Metropolitan TAFE) 
 • Certificate III in Music Industry  

(Mount Pleasant College) 

 • Certificate III in Education Support  
(Fremantle Education Centre) 

 • Certificate III in Health Services Assistance 
(DNA Kingston) 

 • Certificate III in Hospitality  
(School-based traineeship) 

 • Certificate III in Retail  
(School-based traineeship)

Online Learning

You complete your certificate online within your 
timetabled VET class. The RTO is your teacher 
and it delivers and assesses the units. You 
have a Perth College teacher for support and 
many students work in collaborative groups to 
complete the coursework.

In 2020, students have chosen to study  
the following certificates online through 
Foundation Education:
 • Certificate III in Business Administration 

(Medical) 
 • Certificate III in Business
 • Certificate III in Early Childhood Education  

and Care

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

MORE INFORMATION

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

VET information and pathway planning

Mrs Belinda Bosnich  
belinda.bosnich@pc.wa.edu.au

G-LA-F M-R SUBJECTS S -Z
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Visual Arts  
ATAR

OVERVIEW

In this course, you engage in traditional, 
modern and contemporary media and 
techniques within broad areas of art form. 
You explore how artists reflect, challenge and 
shape societal values. You also develop your 
aesthetic understanding and critical awareness 
to make informed evaluations through your 
own art practice and the work of others.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you focus on ‘Differences and 
Identities’. You will consider the differences 
arising from cultural diversity, place, gender, 
class and historical periods. In your art-making 
and interpretation, you explore concepts or 
issues related to personal, social, cultural or 
gender identity.

In Year 12, the focus is on ‘Commentaries and 
Points of View’. You explore the social and cultural 
purposes of art-making to produce a unique and 
cohesive body of work, and engage in broad and 
innovative inquiry, including the conceptualisation 
of experiences within contemporary society to 
produce resolved artworks that communicate a 
personal point of view.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying visual arts develops you as a dynamic 
thinker and problem solver—two of the most 
valuable, transferrable skills in the workplace. 
Career opportunities include becoming an 
architect, art critic, art director, art teacher, art 
therapist, curator, exhibition designer, fashion 
designer, gallery director, graphic designer, 
interior designer or illustrator.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“The creativity you explore and skills that 
you develop extend well beyond school. This 
subject focuses on your own experiences 
and allows you to choose issues you wish to 
explore. It’s an exciting course with lots of 
rewards.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Nicole Harbison   
nicole.harbison@pc.wa.edu.au

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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Visual Arts  
General

OVERVIEW

The Visual Arts General course develops 
creative art production skills and problem-
solving abilities in response to the work of 
artists. This course is ideal if you wish to engage 
in studio-based activities with a practical focus 
and the opportunity for personal expression.

FOCUSED CONTENT

In Year 11, you focus on themes of ‘Experiences 
and Explorations’. Your art-making is based on 
your interpretations of personal experiences 
and observations and through exploring the 
immediate environment and events. You 
generate and develop ideas using a variety of 
stimulus materials.

The Year 12 course focuses on themes of 
‘Inspirations and Investigations’. You explore 
and develop ideas from diverse sources through 
the investigation of different artists, art forms, 
processes and technologies. You also further 
deepen your knowledge and understanding 
of visual language and apply this to both art-
making and art interpretation.

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

Studying Visual Arts General will help establish 
a strong skill set including creativity, problem 
solving, communication, self-discipline, tolerance 
and critical thinking. Some career opportunities 
include becoming an artist, cartoonist, 
illustrator, interior decorator, jewellery designer, 
photographer, product designer, sculptor, set 
designer and special effects consultant.

STUDENT REVIEWS

“General Art provided me with the perfect 
balance I needed, as my other subjects were 
quite structured and content driven, while 
General Art allowed me the freedom to be 
expressive and creative.”

MORE INFORMATION

Click here to view a video featuring more 
information about this course at Perth College. 

Click here for more information on this course 
on the SCSA Website. 

If you need further assistance in deciding  
if this course is right for you, talk to:

Mrs Nicole Harbison   
nicole.harbison@pc.wa.edu.au

G-LA-F M-R SUBJECTS S -Z

LIST A - Arts, Languages and Social Sciences
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COURSE FAQS

DO ALL COURSES HAVE EXAMINATIONS?

All ATAR courses have compulsory external 
examinations at the end of Year 12. This is 
independent of any desire to gain university 
entrance. The final mark for each course in  
Year 12 is calculated with 50% from the  
external examination and 50% from your  
school assessment.

All General courses have a compulsory common 
task called an Externally Set Task (EST) that all 
students enrolled in a General course and a 
Foundation course complete in Semester One of 
Year 12. The task is set by the SCSA, completed by 
students under test conditions, and accounts for 
15% of the final mark for that pair of units.

WHY IS AN ENGLISH COURSE 
COMPULSORY?

Students intending to proceed to university, 
or who wish to keep that option open, must 
also achieve a satisfactory level in an English 
as an Additional Language/Dialect, English or 
Literature ATAR course. This requirement differs 
from university to university but is usually a 
minimum achievement of a scaled mark of 50. 
More detailed information can be obtained from 
the TISC website and the TISC brochure.

WHAT ABOUT SCALING?

The purpose of scaling marks in ATAR courses 
is to put all the results onto a common scale so 
the best four results can be added to produce 
a Tertiary Entrance Aggregate (TEA), and hence 
an Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR). 
When selecting your subjects for Years 11 and 
12, you should not choose based on things you 
have heard or read about scaling, as these are 
generally misinformed. The reality is no matter 
how a subject is scaled, if you do not perform well 
in that subject, then scaling will not help.

Rather, consider the following:

Do you find the subject interesting or do you 
enjoy the subject? Do you clearly understand 
what the subject involves? 

Is the subject one in which I can do well if I 
work consistently? If this subject is a stretch 
for me, is it one that I need for my pathway 
or one that is really important to me?

Click here for more information. 

WHAT DOES THE MARK BONUS  
FOR COURSES MEAN?

Some subjects receive ‘bonus points’ which 
means that 10% of your final scaled score/s in 
these courses will be added to your TEA, from 
which your ATAR is derived. These subjects 
include Languages, Mathematics Specialist  
and Mathematics Methods.

A word of warning, though - taking a subject just 
because if attracts ‘bonus points’ is not a smart 
decision. You need know that you are going to do 
well in it because it suits your interests and ability. 

Perth College  |  Year 11 to 12 Curriculum Handbook 2022 
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WHY WOULD I STUDY A COURSE THAT 
CHALLENGES ME?

This is all about playing to your strengths and 
using these to your advantage. 

 • You might study Dance because you are 
already proficient in the physical discipline 
and are passionate about learning more 
about the theory and choreography of Dance.

 • You might study Literature because you 
are strong at analysis and are already a 
proficient reader.

 • You might study Economics because the 
interplay between money, resources and 
politics really excites you.

This is playing to your strengths.

Then there are courses which many people 
categorise as ‘hard’, but which in reality require a 
different capacity for thinking or a background of 
learning that provides a springboard for success.

 • If you are a student who loves STEM subjects, 
or is looking for a challenging branch of 
Mathematics not seen in Years 7 to 10, 
then Specialist Mathematics can create 
opportunities that can launch you into 
exciting career pathways.

 • If you are a ‘big picture’ visual learner and you 
love to logically question the world around 
you, then Physics may be your thing. Physics is 
not just all about maths - it is the fundamental 
subject that underpins all of science.

Again, studying these subjects might play to 
your strengths.

Categorising any subject as ‘hard’ or ‘challenging’ 
is really limited. Every subject is a challenging 
and exciting subject if it stretches you 
academically in just the right ways, plays to your 
strengths and bridges you from school to the 
world beyond.
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HOW DO I ENROL IN A LANGUAGE  
ATAR COURSE?

If you wish to study an ATAR language course, 
you need to complete an application for 
permission in the year prior to first enrolment 
in the course. This seeks to ensure that you 
select the course best suited to your linguistic 
background and educational needs. 

WHAT AWARDS DOES SCSA OFFER?

Beazley Medal: WACE
This is awarded for excellence to the student 
who achieves the top WACE award score (used 
to rank students for General Exhibitions). The 
WACE award score is based on the average 
of five equated examination scores in ATAR 
courses, calculated to two decimal places. 
At least two of the examination scores must 
be from each of List A and List B subjects. 
Where an examination includes both written 
and practical components, an appropriate 
statistical process will be used to combine the 
examination marks.

Beazley Medal: VET
This is awarded for excellence to the student 
who has demonstrated the most oustanding 
overall performance in a VET Certificate II 
or higher, and in their other WACE subjects. 
Students eligible for this award will have: 

 • Achieved a WACE, and

 • Achieved a VET exhibition in one of the 
industry area

General Exhibition
General Exhibitions are awarded to the top 
50 students who obtain the highest WACE 
award scores. General Exhibitions recognise 
outstanding academic achievement in Year 12 
ATAR courses with examinations set by SCSA.

Subject Exhibitions (ATAR Courses)
Awarded to the eligible student obtaining the 
highest examination mark for each Year 12 
ATAR course with an examination set by the 
Authority, provided that at least 100 candidates 

sat the examination. To be eligible for a Subject 
Exhibition, the student must have completed the 
pair of Year 12 units in the course in the year of 
the award and have not preiously sat the ATAR 
course examination for that course.

Subject Certificates of Excellence (ATAR Courses)
Awarded to eligible candidates who are in the 
top 0.5 per cent of candidates in each ATAR 
course examination set by the Authority, based 
on the examination score, or the top two 
candidates (whichever is the greater) in a course 
where at least 100 candidates sit the ATAR 
course examination. The number of Certificates 
of Excellence issued for each subject is based 
on the number of candidates who sit the ATAR 
course examination. Where a subject includes 
both written and practical components the 
examination score will be determined using 
an appropriate statistical process to combine 
the two examination scores. To be eligible for a 
Certificate of Excellence, the student must have 
completed the pair of Year 12 units in the course 
in the year of the award and have not previously 
sat the ATAR course examination for that course.

Certificates of Merit and Certificates  
of Distinction
These certificates recognise student WACE 
achievement and are dependent on the degree 
of difficulty of the courses and programs 
undertaken, and the student’s achievement 
in those courses and programs. The awards 
are based on the grades achieved by each 
student in school. A Certificate of Merit or 
a Certificate of Distinction is to be awarded 
to each eligible student who, in their last 
three consecutive years of senior secondary 
school WACE enrolment, accumulates 150-189 
points (Certificate of Merit) or 190-200 points 
(Certificate of Distinction).

For more infromation, visit Section 8 of the 
WACE manual.

Click here for more information. 
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